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meet the team
ANNE MARAIS

South African-born writer with a penchant
for food, flowers and history, Anne Marais,
is currently completing her Gourmet Guide
online food-writing course. While hard
at work putting the finishing touches to
her assignments, she shares some of her
reading inspiration with us.

amuse
bouche

Meet the team

THANDEKA MTHIMKULU

Born and bred in Gauteng, Thandeka is in
her 3rd year of studying towards a diploma in
Consumer Science: Food and Nutrition, at the
Durban University of Technology. She’s a food
enthusiast who loves educating people about
the science and nutritional aspect of food. She
likes to write on food-related issues and share
videos on the internet on healthy eating.

A

s much as I have loved
exploring far-flung corners of
our beautiful country, there
was something very special about
climbing on a plane to travel north.
It's the anticipation of experiencing
new places, aromas and sounds
(even the sound of the wheels on the
travellator!), to meeting new people
who live differently. Spending a few
weeks in Holland re-connecting and
collaborating, with a few unforgettable
edible experiences along the way,
gave me hope and renewed energy.
It is with such pleasure that I share
a few of these delicious Dutch bites
in this issue, from a cheese bar
and greenhouse to a Michelin-star
restaurant, and more. There is also
Thai-style easy entertaining fare, and
back home, the finest dining and a
hidden gem – something for everyone.

culinary stage. As our aim is to promote
gastronomy, and culinary tourism to
South Africa, we need to benchmark
the expectations of discerning diners
who come to experience what is
on offer. We can be so proud of our
standards, and because of that, we
believe that instead of chasing awards
and accolades, the shining lights in the
hospitality industry should be striving
for success, constantly. Success is a
by-product of excellence. Our role is
to support these players in their quest
for quality, and to work with them in
improving their offerings. Reviews
by an expanded team of qualified,
experienced evaluators are already
under way, and by the last quarter of
2022 we will be sharing with you the
results. Watch this space!
Meanwhile, enjoy the celebrations
of April and May – Easter, Ramadan,
Mothers' Day – and every day!

With 2022 seeing the revival of SA’s
original, respected Plate Rating for
restaurants, it is essential that we
compare our chefs and restaurants
to what is happening on the global

Jenny Handley
editor
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Amsterdam
INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL

ancient and alluring,
let's go Dutch
The big cheese

This vibrant city lures tourists
with its museums and
galleries, tulips, windmills,
canals, cosy coffee shops
serving legal marijuana and
the Red-light district. Ancient
buildings are juxtaposed with
contemporary and cutting
edge design. It celebrates
art in every corner, creativity
underpinning its cuisine,
home to 21 (one or two
stars) of the 100 Michelinstarred restaurants of the
Netherlands.

Cheese is the national treasure, the
making of it an art that is showcased in
villages outside Amsterdam like Gouda,
Edam and Alkmaar. The latter is where
the cheese auction is a spectacle to
behold, with old-style cheese carriers
still running in the warmer months.
For a discerning introduction to local
cheese, an evening on the busy corner
of De Pijp in the Zuid district, in the
Kaasbar, was perfect. Here small plates
of local, traditional Dutch cheese
and imaginative accompaniments,
are poised under glass domes on a
‘train’ (conveyor belt), ever-enticing as
they circulate. Our quartet of cheese
connoisseurs instead ordered from the
menu that is divided into white flora,

By Jenny Handley
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From plant to plate

red flora, hard Gouda and spicy blue
cheese. Recommended wine pairings
were by the glass – white for the milder
cheese and red with the heavier ones,
and with the blues, fortified wines.
Served on a board and eaten from
softer mild cheese to strong, each was
combined with a unique garnish. The
soft white flora was accompanied by
dark chocolate and crunchy granola,
the truffle Brie with truffle tapenade
and truffle crumb. In the reds, the Le
Petit Doruvael truffle with lemon curd
was a standout, as well as a bierkaas
teamed with mustard and miso. The
blues, with garnishes of Medjool dates
and hazelnuts, or cranberry and stem
ginger, were superb.

Restaurant de Kas (meaning
greenhouse in Dutch) is a veritable
celebration of provenance. I stopped to
admire what was growing as we were
shown to our table. The sun streams
into the contemporary restaurant,
giving it an outdoor ambience. The
menu is made up of dishes that hero
premium ingredients that are fresh
and best, with plant taking first prize,
proteins coming second – but never an
afterthought. With one of our ensemble
being a vegetarian, it was seamless
pleasure to order dishes that everyone
could ooh and aah over. Slick, friendly
service was an added joy, and they
truly demonstrated their motto – ‘pick
in the morning, eat in the afternoon’.

Small bites

Cookie rapture

There are many diverse eating options
in this cosmopolitan city, and to get
an overview the Foodhallen food
market was a good choice. Filled
to overflowing with Friday night
camaraderie, we could each choose
a dish or drink from a different stall
– from traditional Dutch fare to zesty
Asian, Mediterranean and other
international cuisines. We sat alongside
a German couple who, with hand
gestures and smiles, and eventually
applause, reacted as each of our
dishes arrived! The Petite Gateau
fancy patisserie filled our desire for
something decadent.

After queuing way after my bedtime to
go to a blues and jazz bar (which was
fabulous!), I was dubious when told that
I would need to queue again, this time
to buy cookies. Skeptical, I boarded
the tram and got to Van Stapele
Koekmakerij at 10h00. Shoppers are
restricted to how many they may buy
(eight for us) and they sell out in the
morning. You can order online, press
the black doorbell and the friendly
staff will hold up a sign with your name
when you come to collect. The queue
was lengthy, and the Insta junkies
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Fun facts

More than one quarter of the
Netherlands lies below sea level
(Schipol Airport is 4.5 metres
below).
It is ‘as flat as a pancake’.
Amsterdam has more than 1500
bridges, more than any other
European city.
Most conversations start with
the weather – rain falls on
approximately 190 days of
the year.
Holland is a province of the
Netherlands, in the west.
There are more bicycles, clogs
and windmills than people!
If you are wanting coffee, then
you visit a café. If you want
dope cookies or to smoke
marijuana, legally, then head to
a coffee shop.

Websites

Restaurant de Kas:
www.restaurantdekas.com
Kaas Bar:
www.kaasbar.amsterdam
Van Stapele Koekmakerij:
www.vanstapele.com
Foodhallen:
www.foodhallen.nl/amsterdam

were posing at the window. A brief
interlude inside the shop allowed us
to witness the cookies being made.
Unable to wait until sitting down
with coffee, I took my first bite in the
street – the dark chocolate biscuit filled
with a white chocolate ball melted
in my mouth. Euphoric! Very specific
heating instructions (they’re best eaten
warm) are given should you not be
able to consume all eight immediately,
within four days (unlikely). This quirky,
yesteryear shop has one more devoted
fan with a reason to return.

Travel tips

Book restaurants in advance,
especially in summer, and
request a prime table.
Trams and trains are easy to
navigate – a day pass will work
for 24 hours on both.
Bicycles are the best form of
transport, but be aware of the
dangers of cycling on the other
side of the road. Knowing where
you left and locked your bike is
another challenge!

And beyond

One of our first excursions from
Amsterdam was to the outlying region
of Hertogenbosch, where locals
proudly introduced us to the bossche
bol, a large and decadent choux pastry
puff that is filled with cream and coated
in chocolate. Their other native dish is
a worstenbrood, a sausage wrapped in
pastry and served hot. They explained
that traditionally the Dutch ate for
sustenance in long, cold winters, and
to sustain hard labour in fields, industry
and harbours, so kilojoule collection
was their last worry. Their ‘good’ meal
foundation was potatoes, with the
addition of cheap ingredients (think
leftovers in meatballs) and gravy.

fish and chips in bright, unexpected
sunshine. Zaanse Schans, renowned
for its quaint windmills on the water’s
edge, offers extensive tastings of local
cheeses. The Hague, seat of the Dutch
government, is where a 16th-century
palace is the king’s workplace. The
Escher Art Gallery, seasonal Sunday
antique market and vibey retail street
make it a worthy destination, with
plenty of restaurants offering great
sustenance and outdoor seating.

Day trips from Amsterdam are
seamless if using trams, trains and
buses – and all involved memorable
meals. Volendam, a picturesque
fishing village about an hour away, was
the most appropriate place to enjoy

The Dutch word ‘gezelligheid’ says it
well. The definition? It’s experienced
in a setting that provides atmosphere
and fun, to be enjoyed in the right
company. Ideal for having a bakkie
(cup of coffee) – my kind of place.
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traditional
Dutch foods
• STROOPWAFELS (best put
over a steaming cup of coffee to
allow the syrup between the two
thin waffle biscuits to melt).
• PANCAKES and POFFERTJES
(tiny pancakes).
• BITTERBALLEN
• CROQUETTES
• RAW HERRING
• CHEESE – about 700 million kg
is produced annually
• The average Dutch person will
consume a staggering 85 kg of
POTATOES annually.
• Many Dutch people enjoy a
sweet start, like chocolate
spread, HAGELSLAG, on bread
for breakfast.
• DROP (liquorice) is the
national sweet.
• DUTCH BEER is drunk in more
than 170 countries.

11

INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL

high concept,

HIGH-CLASS
DINING
Jenny Handley shares her gratifying experience of dining
at one of the Netherland’s Michelin-star restaurants.

W

six-course menu (at 60, 70 or 80 Euro).
We chose the six courses, with one of
our foursome being a vegetarian. Here
plant-based eaters are not an afterthought – these options were equally
interesting and flavoursome. Our wine
preferences were discussed, and the
wine list eloquently explained by their
charismatic sommelier, Danilo. Perhaps
our South African accents were noted
as his wine recommendations were
almost palatable for travelling on
the ZAR! The Pouilly-Fuisse Clos des
Quarts 2018 hit a high note for me.

HAT A SETTING. MOS
AMSTERDAM SITS
waterside on the tip of
the IJDok in one of the world’s most
exciting, vibrant cities. The spectacular
view opposite of ADAM Tower and
the EYE museum, with the lively
activity of boats sailing past, is eyecatching – as impressive as their highconcept, French-inspired, local cuisine,
impeccably plated.
It’s relaxed and unfussy yet offers
a high-class dining experience of
understated elegance. There are two
levels, and if you are lucky, you will be
seated downstairs with a view of both
the marina and the busy, open kitchen.
Service is seamless and intuitive.
Lunch options include a four, five or

Each beautiful dish demanded as
much attention as the view of the quay.
The amuse bouche was a creative
vegetarian duo of a ‘fish-bone’ biscuit
and a kohlrabi wrap. The dining
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experience began with a marinated
dorado with endive, green apple,
spicy carrot and seaweed. The North
Sea crab salad with celeriac foam and
a sherry vinaigrette was harmonious,
each component stating its own
importance on the plate.
Roasted wild sea bass with crème
fraiche, horseradish, string bean
and a wrapped oyster cream would
convert any oyster-avoider (even
me!). It added another dimension to
the dish, elevating it from admirable
to memorable.
A risotto of bomba rice, radicchio,
Pecorino, crispy chicken skin and foie
gras was generously topped with
shavings of fresh truffle – a triumph.
The rouleau of guinea fowl with
Savora mustard, turnip, blue grape
and a creamy chicken gravy warmed
my heart. The dessert was a trio
of tastes and textures – bergamot,
papaya and Earl Grey, a perfect foil for
the richness of the dishes enjoyed.
We declined the options of caviar
with the sea bass, and the Burgundy
cheeses, instead dining to elegant
sufficiency rather than overdoing it.
There were no hero ingredients in a
dish, instead each shone individually
before uniting. Restraint is no doubt
the ethos of chef Egon van Hoof, and
needed to be ours too. All-in-all, a
totally elegant experience, deserving
of Michelin’s one-star status.
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PRODUCE AND PRODUCERS

mushroom
grow?
how does your

You know how healthy and delicious they are, oozing
umami, but do you know where it all starts?

S

YLVAN AFRICA (PTY) LTD
SUPPLIES MUSHROOM
spawn for the commercial
growing of mushrooms in South Africa
and other African countries. They
produce spawn on demand for the
local commercial market, which include
white button, brown button, big open
brown mushrooms, oyster and shiitake
mushrooms.

The spawn-making process is based on
solid state fermentation using mainly rye
grain. The sterile-inoculated substrate
is bagged and sealed in breathable
bags. Bags are moved to environmentalcontrolled growing rooms. After a
number of weeks of controlled growth,
they’re transferred to cold storage
rooms to allow for growth and product
stabilization. Inspection, packing into
boxes and despatching via refrigerated
transport follows. The mushroom grower
then mixes the spawn with the substrate
specially prepared for the specific
mushroom cultivated.

Where it begins

Mushroom spawn (the equivalent of
‘seed’ for mushrooms) is produced in a
high-capacity blender that rotates the
ingredients. The content is inoculated
with the inoculum of a specific strain
of mushroom. The process embraces
high technology to ensure control,
consistency and quality. The inoculum
of the various strains is produced in
one of the two dedicated inoculum
facilities based in the US and France.
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For the health of it

Neither fruit nor vegetable, mushrooms
are members of the fungi kingdom.
They have antioxidants and bioactive
compounds that aren’t found in plants,
with more B vitamins than vegetables.
They are rich in minerals like selenium,
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with powerful antioxidants like
ergothioneine, a unique and very
stable antioxidant not synthesized by
humans or higher plants, only by fungi,
cyanobacteria and mycobacteria. It
protects the body against oxidation
(damage) of DNA and proteins.
Mushrooms are also rich in fibre (chitin)
with a GI (glycaemic index) of close
to zero.

to ergocalciferol (vitamin D).
Exposing the commercial mushroom
to UVB light after harvest also
triggers the production of Vitamin
D. Unfortunately, mushrooms begin
to shrivel and go brown if left for
extended periods in the sun. If
mushrooms are exposed to a short
burst of ultraviolet light after harvest,
they quickly generate vitamin D while
retaining their good look.

Gluten-free, mushrooms are a powerful
source of β-glucan that helps to build a
healthy immune system. They also help
to protect against breast cancer due to
compounds that suppress the enzyme
aromatase. Aromatase converts the
hormone androgen to estrogen that
in turn can promote breast cancer,
especially in post-menopausal women.

Umami

The Growers’ Dependable Supplier
of Top-Quality Mushroom Spawn

The rich, savoury fifth flavour of
mushrooms is from plentiful, natural
glutamates, an amino acid found in
all foods with protein. The glutamate
level increases as mushrooms mature
therefore the open brown mushroom
has a richer savoury flavour.

Like mushrooms,
like man

Sylvan Africa is part of Sylvan Inc, the
global leader in fungal technology
and the world’s largest producer and
distributor of mushroom. South Africa
is one of its 16 facilities that serves
65 countries.

The mushroom, like humans, generates
vitamin D when exposed to sunlight
and convert their abundant ergosterol

18
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coconut-creamed greens
and mushrooms
INGREDIENTS

METHOD

olive oil or coconut oil
1 large onion, finely
diced
pinch ground nutmeg
1 T nutritional yeast
(optional but gives
a wonderful cheesy
flavour to vegan
dishes)
1 tin unsweetened
coconut milk
1 large bunch Swiss
chard or kale
250 g Portabellini
mushrooms, sliced
½ C fresh pomegranate
rubies
½ C coconut flakes,
lightly toasted
salt and freshly ground
black pepper, to taste

1. In a large frying pan, heat a little olive or coconut
oil.
2. Add the onion and sauté until soft. Season well and
add the nutmeg and nutritional yeast.
3. Pour in the coconut milk and bring to a simmer.
4. Wash and dry the Swiss chard. Roll up the leaves
and roughly chop them.
5. Once the coconut milk has reduced slightly add
the Swiss chard. Simmer for a few minutes until the
chard softens.
6. In a separate frying pan heat a fresh drizzle of olive
or coconut oil.
7. Pan-fry the mushrooms until golden brown and just
tender. Season lightly.
8. Spoon the greens and golden mushrooms into a
serving dish.
9. Top with the pomegranate rubies, toasted coconut
flakes and a fresh crack of black pepper.
SERVES 4
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pan-seared fish on lemony
mushrooms and fennel
INGREDIENTS

METHOD

olive oil
2 x 200 g sustainable
fish fillets, skin on
2 large fennel bulbs,
thinly sliced (reserve
a handful of fennel
fronds)
1 red onion, thinly sliced
2 cloves garlic, thinly
sliced
1 mild green chilli, finely
diced
250 g mixed cultivated
mushrooms, sliced
1 T butter
¼ C fresh parsley,
roughly chopped
1 lemon, zest and juice
salt and pepper, to taste

1. In a large cast iron pan heat a drizzle of olive oil
over medium-high heat.
2. Add the sliced fennel and onion, season with salt
and pepper and cook, stirring occasionally, until
just tender.
3. Add the garlic and chilli and cook for 1 minute.
Remove from the heat and set aside.
4. Add a fresh drizzle of olive oil to the pan and cook
the mushrooms until golden brown and tender.
Season lightly and set aside with the fennel.
5. Sprinkle some salt over each fillet of fish and rub
with olive oil. Place the fillets into the pan skin
side down.
6. Cook the fillets most of the way through on the skin
and flip for a final minute to cook the other side.
7. Plate the fish and allow to rest for a minute while
you reheat all the vegetables together in the pan
with the tablespoon of butter. Add the parsley,
lemon zest and a generous squeeze of lemon juice.
8. Plate the mushroom and fennel medley alongside
the fish and serve.
SERVES 2
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mushroom risotto cake
INGREDIENTS

METHOD

2 T butter, plus extra for
greasing the tin
2 T olive oil
1 large onion, finely
chopped
handful fresh thyme
sprigs
2 – 3 rosemary stalks
4 cloves garlic, minced
1 ½ C Arborio rice
1 L mushroom or
vegetable stock
3 T olive oil
500 g mixed cultivated
mushrooms, sliced
2 XL eggs
80 g Parmesan cheese,
grated, plus extra for
serving
150 g smooth ricotta
cheese
salt and pepper, to taste

1. Heat olive oil and butter in a medium Dutch oven or
deep-frying pan.
2. Cook the onion with the thyme and rosemary until
tender. Do not brown.
3. Add the garlic and cook for one minute until fragrant.
4. Stir in the rice and coat it well in the olive oil and
butter. Toast the rice for a minute until the edges are
translucent.
5. Add the stock, one ladle at a time, allowing each
ladleful to be absorbed before adding the next. Keep
stirring the risotto and adding stock until the rice is
creamy and tender. Season to taste.
6. Spread the risotto out onto a baking tray to cool.
Discard the herb stems.
7. Preheat oven to 180˚C. Lightly butter a 22cm
springform tin.
8. Working in batches, pan fry two thirds of the sliced
mushrooms in olive oil until golden brown. Season
lightly. Remove from the pan and cool on a baking tray.
9. In a large mixing bowl lightly beat the eggs and add
the Parmesan and ricotta. Mix well.
10. Add the cooled risotto and mix. Fold in the mushrooms.
11. Spoon the risotto mixture into the greased tin and
level the top.
12. Bake for 25 – 30 minutes until golden brown on top.
Cool for 10 minutes.
13. Panfry the remaining mushrooms in a little olive oil
until golden brown. Season lightly.
14. Remove from the tin and plate the risotto cake onto a
serving platter.
15. Top with the freshly cooked golden-brown
mushrooms, a shower of Parmesan and some freshly
ground black pepper.
16. Slice into wedges and serve with a green salad.
SERVES 8
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LOCAL REVIEWS

FINER

than ever
experience FYN
By Jenny Handley

T

HE MULTIPLE WOODEN DISCS
HANGING FROM THE CEILING
command attention for only
a moment before the soft tablecloth
moving over Cape Town’s majestic
Table Mountain captures my eye. The
backdrop becomes secondary as the
world-class cuisine, perfectly plated, is
served from a kitchen and dining room
that come together as one.

A Hokkaido milk bun arrives on a
small bowl, with an empty plate and
chopsticks. Deceptively simple, but
when the bowl is upturned and inside
a burnt mushroom custard revealed,
the texture and flavour create indelible
memories.

Deceptively simple

The sun has set and the hum of happy
and appreciative diners sets the tone
for the rest of the experience. The
gamefish sashimi with blue prawn
cooked tableside is exemplary. A trio of
dishes – a dashi-poached, responsiblysourced langoustine with a mango and
bamboo salsa; chokka with truffle and
heirloom tomatoes with abalone – are
all equally heroic. I’m wishing that this
could last forever. The kingklip with
micro tomatoes, onion cream and a
seaweed sago sauce is as impressive

The main event

The unforgettable odyssey kicks off
with a few mouthfuls that tantalise with
balanced flavour. The star ingredients,
served on porcupine quills, are guinea
fowl, Iberico pork and daikon. The
vegetarian gyoza, an alternative to
the lauded Saldanha Bay oysters, is
more exciting than its label. An ostrich
egg chawanmushi with caviar, at a
supplement, is the ultimate treat.
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as Outeniqua springbok with squash,
pumpkin and shiitake. Uncontrived,
yet a heavenly marriage of Japanese
and South African flavours and
ingredients.

Two wooden spoons with a honey
custard are placed before us.
Paired with malt, they have extreme
significance. In the quest for serving
alternative proteins, they’re topped
with crickets, crunchy and delectable.
Pre-dessert is rice ice cream with
soya syrup, then the last sweet
notes celebrated in a Madagascan
chocolate dessert with coffee, sweet
potato crisps, cocoa crumble and a
fig sorbet.

Crispy cricket, Boerenkaas
mousse, fynbos honeycomb:
Challenging our perception
of sustainability and our
guests, this dish is a glance
at the possible future of food.
Ultra-sustainable and super
nutritious, crickets have a
mild nutty flavour, paired with
creamy Boerenkaas mousse
and sweet floral fynbos
honeycomb.” ASHLEY MOSS

It’s no surprise that the Japanese
Embassy has twice acknowledged
two-plated FYN’s contribution
to showcasing Japanese cuisine
at the tip of Africa. Chef Peter
Tempelhoff has been appointed as
the first ‘Japanese Cuisine Goodwill
Ambassador’ – his second award
bestowed by the Ambassador of
Japan to South Africa. Peter, with
Ashley Moss and Bea Malherbe create
the culinary magic and Jennifer Hugé
seamlessly ensures that front and back
unify as one. This formidable team of
professionals unites to give the world
an iconic dining experience that is
worth crossing time zones for.

28
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Photograph by Bruce Tuck

Quest for
innovation

GOURMET GARDEN

thyme

is of the essence
By Thandeka Mthimkulu

I

T’S THAT THYME OF THE
YEAR, AUTUMN, THE IDEAL
season to start sowing thyme
seeds. This aromatic, evergreen
herb grows best in a semi-arid
climate because of its indigenous
Mediterranean origin. Of the 350
thyme varieties worldwide, the most
common and abundantly available is
the thymus vulgaris.

Nutrition

Thyme has rich nutritional
value, high in antioxidants
and micronutrients like
vitamin C which is good for
immune support. It’s also rich
in minerals like potassium,
essential for healthy; and
manganese, that stimulates
bone development and
acts as blood thinner when
taken alongside prescribed
medications.

Thyme dates back to ancient times
when the Greek, Romans and
Egyptians all found great value in this
botanical but use of thyme today has
evolved slightly and expanded since
the time of our antecedents. It has
many uses ranging from essential
oils and beauty products to medicinal
teas and culinary uses.
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Medicinal and
other uses

Thyme in the
kitchen

Thymol, a kind of thyme oil can act as
pest control which targets mice, rats, and
other pests. The thymol can also help to
disinfect air pollutant while lowering the
concentration of mould in the house.

The next time you pass a bouquet of
this herb at the grocery store, know
that it is not just a herb, but an ancient
aid to humanity. Spice things up and
have the best thyme of your life!

There is an array of health and medicinal
properties densely packed into this herb.
Suffering from bacterial, fungal, viral
and parasitic infections, inflammation,
anxiety, the common cold, sore throat,
snoring, menstrual cramps, hair loss or
acne? Writer’s orders, I would suggest
you “give it some thyme” – and pardon
the pun.
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And last but certainly not least, the
most common use of this herb is
culinary. Fresh or dried, adding this
herb elevates dishes, giving it instant
flavour and an amazing overall aroma.
Cuisines that are known to use this
herb include Mediterranean, Middle
Eastern, Italian as well as the French,
offering a versatile range of recipes.

mediterranean quinoa bowl
By Thandeka Mthimkulu
INGREDIENTS

METHOD

Quinoa bowl
450 g quinoa
400 g chickpeas
50 g olive oil
1 t turmeric
150 g cherry tomatoes
1 t dried chilli flakes
1 t salt
150 g yellow bell pepper
1 t black pepper
100 g black olives
100 g red onions, halfmoons slices
150 g cucumbers
20 g parsley, finely
chopped
20 g thyme, finely
chopped

Quinoa bowl
1. Place quinoa and 330 ml water in a medium
saucepan. Once combined place on medium heat
and bring to the boil. Cover and cook until tender
for approximately 15 minutes.
2. Remove from the heat and transfer to another bowl
to cool for 5 minutes. Fluff up the quinoa with a
fork.
3. Open the canned chickpeas, strain the water
out. Add 1 T of olive oil, turmeric and toss with
chickpeas. Stir the chickpeas into the quinoa bowl.
4. Diagonally slice cherry tomatoes, yellow bell
pepper, black olives, cucumbers and set aside.
5. Line a baking tray with parchment paper, place
cherry tomatoes seasoned with chilli flakes, salt
and a drizzle of olive oil and oven bake for 5
minutes.
6. On a separate baking tray place the sliced yellow
peppers seasoned with ground black pepper,
salt and a drizzle of olive oil and oven bake for 5
minutes.
7. In a large bowl combine quinoa, chickpeas, and all
the vegetables together.
8. Drizzle ranch dressing over the quinoa dish
(optional).
9. Serve!

Homemade ranch
dressing
100 g plain yoghurt
50 g sweet chili sauce
2 T olive oil
1 t dried thyme
1 t ground black pepper
1 t paprika

Homemade ranch dressing
1. Combine plain yogurt, sweet chilli sauce, olive oil.
2. Add the dried thyme, black pepper and paprika.
SERVES 2
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22 MINUTES WITH

there is the aspect of being seen in
the right places, but people will only
come back if the food is delicious. This
is a fun place with great food, not as
formal. We are not chasing awards.

GG: CONGRATS ON THE
SUCCESSFUL OPENING – HOW ARE
YOU FEELING ABOUT BEING BACK IN
THE SADDLE?
LDR: It feels like life is coming back
to normal. It was a tough time, closing
The Test Kitchen, the last two years
have been quite something!.

GG: IF ONE AIMS FOR EXCELLENCE,
THEN THE AWARDS WILL COME?
LDR: Yes, but they should be the byproduct of excellence, not the aim.

GG: WHERE DID THE INSPIRATION
AND CONCEPT FOR TEST KITCHEN
CARBON COME FROM?

the phoenix

RISES
Globally lauded and iconic chef Luke Dale Roberts
won many awards at his three-plated The Test Kitchen
in Cape Town. He divides his time between The Pot
Luck Club and TTK Fledgelings in Cape Town and The
Shortmarket Club in Jozi before opening Test Kitchen
Carbon in Rosebank, Johannesburg in March. The
Gourmet Guide caught up with Luke to find out more.
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GG: WHAT HAS CHANGED SINCE
OPENING?

LDR: After closing the TTK my business
partner in The Shortmarket Club
mentioned that there was this site
over the road. A student doing his final
thesis had come up with a concept
called Test Kitchen Carbon. I asked him
if I could use the name. I knew it would
suit a funky, cool place with DJs. At the
same time chef Tyrone Gentry, who
I have worked with for many years,
wanted to come to Joburg as his wife’s
family lives here. The food is slightly
simplified and more trendy than TTK.
I am using the Asian influences I have
learnt along the way.

LDR: It is ever-evolving. I am excited
that we tweaked three dishes this
morning, like renaming and changing
the beef rendang. It is more of a shabishabu, and I reworked a dessert. I am
so excited for service tonight!
GG: ANY MAJOR SURPRISES?
LDR: One table does not give the level
of comfort that we want, and we need
a screen to block out a few things – all
teething s..t! People come expecting
perfection, but we are only human.
GG: JOBURG NEEDED YOU!

GG: IS CAPE TOWN STILL HOME?

LDR: Culturally, without sounding
arrogant, we will create a hub of chefs
here. Already we have created a
restaurant culture amongst our staff.

LDR: Yes, I love the Old Biscuit Mill in
Cape Town, it’s where I sit and bounce
ideas off the chefs. It’s my go-to place.
I travel up and down to create the
balance.

GG: PEOPLE WILL BE FOLLOWING
YOU, IS THERE ANYTHING ON THE
MENU FROM THE TEST KITCHEN, A
SIGNATURE DISH?

GG: HOW DO EXPECTATIONS DIFFER
WITH A DINER IN CAPE TOWN AND
JOBURG?

LDR: Yes, the billionaires’ shortbread. We
were unable to take it off the menu at
The Test Kitchen, so it’s here to stay.

LDR: Difficult to say, but good food will
always stand the test of time. In Joburg
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Wines

ARLVIN GWESE IS GROUP
SOMMELIER FOR THE
Liz McGrath Collection.
Zimbabwean-born, he started as wine
steward at The Table Bay Hotel. Stints
as sommelier at the Cape Grace Hotel
and Greenhouse Restaurant followed.
He has a Cape Wine Academy Diploma
and diverse judging experience, but
it is his natural instinct to read the
needs of a diner and then share his
knowledge, that sets him apart.

GG: WHAT IS YOUR CAREER
HIGHLIGHT?

GG: HOW DID YOU FALL IN LOVE
WITH WINE?

MG: In Greenhouse restaurant. Capensis
Chardonnay served with sous-vide
octopus, linefish, rice tuile, seaweed
salad and tiger’s milk labneh.

MG: To be able to tell my story in wine
and inspire young up-coming generation
of sommeliers through a documentary film
that has been screened around the world.
It will be released in South Africa in July
2022. https://tinyurl.com/2p9h3h66
GG: WHAT WAS THE BEST FOOD-ANDWINE PAIRING THAT YOU HAVE EVER
EXPERIENCED?

MG: Working in restaurants and
working with wine made me fall in love
with wine.

GG: HOW DO YOU ADVISE NONCONNOISSEURS HOW TO CHOOSE
A WINE?

GG: WHAT WINE REGION IS YOUR
FAVOURITE, AND WHY?

MG: Wine is personal, you can only enjoy
what is palatable to you. My advice is
always to be open minded, adventurous
and to explore different styles of wines
until you find what is suitable for you.

MG: Outside of South Africa it must be
Burgundy and in South Africa it can
only be Hemel-en-Aarde since I am a
Chardonnay and Pinot Noir fan.
GG: WHAT BEST ADVICE WOULD
YOU GIVE TO ANYONE WANTING TO
BECOME A SOMMELIER?

GG: BEST PART OF YOUR JOB?
MG: Conducting wine tastings with
guests and guiding diners through foodand-wine experiences.

MG: Education is key – get certification
and a mentor. The journey to become
a sommelier needs guidance and
mentorship. Visit wine farms to get
an understanding of the process of
viticulture and viniculture.

GG: WHAT THREE WORDS
DESCRIBE YOU?
MG: Humble, open-minded, well-focused.
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cheese soufflé with cheesy
gin sauce
By chef Tronette Dippenaar, The Conservatory Restaurant at the CellarsHohenort
One of the late Liz McGrath’s favourites, our signature dish at The Conservatory
perfectly showcases the philosophy of the menu at this idyllic garden setting
restaurant – uncomplicated, yet perfectly executed. Chef Tronette has slightly
adapted Mrs M’s original recipe, in order to make it more accessible to the home
cook and have also shared a few pointers for perfecting your cheese soufflé.

MARLVIN’S WINE PAIRING SUGGESTION: It’s a ‘match made in heaven’
when paired with the Wade Bales Constantia White. The blend of Sauvignon
Blanc and Semillon shows intense flavours of lemongrass, green apple,
salty and oyster shell character with a chalky round palate. The wine has the
body to handle the richness of the dish with a refreshing finish.
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INGREDIENTS

METHOD

Cheese soufflé
37.5 g butter
40 g flour
5g corn flour
1 C milk
50 g grated Parmesan
50 g grated mature
cheddar
3 egg yolks
37.5 g finely chopped
chives
150 g egg whites
panko crumbs

Cheese soufflé
1. In a pot, melt the butter, add the flour and cook
gently for 5 – 6 minutes, until flour is cooked.
2. Using a spatula, slowly add the milk onto the flourbutter paste until smooth, then take off heat and add
the cheese; mix until the cheese has been mixed
through properly, then set aside and let cool.
3. Add the egg yolks, salt and chives.
4. Whisk up the egg whites and gently fold into the
mixture.
5. Pour into a greased, panko crumb-lined ramekins
and bake at 150°C for 1 hour.
6. Rotate the tray of soufflés after 30 minutes, then
check and cook for another 10 minutes if necessary.

Cheese gin sauce
40 g Parmesan cheese
1 C cream
12.5 ml gin
salt, pepper

Cheese gin sauce
1. Bring the cream to the boil.
2. Add Parmesan cheese and the gin.
3. Stir well, season to taste.
SERVES 8 – 10
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Tronette’s tips for the

perfect cheese soufflé

• Prep all the ingredients before you start.
• A successful cheese soufflé is light, airy, and delicately savoury. There are
only a few critical points to achieving perfection.
• Be quick to mix the egg yolk mixture into the sauce mixture to avoid
lumps and scrambling the eggs.
• Beat the egg whites just before you are ready to combine them with the
cooled sauce mixture. If you beat them ahead of time, they will lose some
of their stability by the time the sauce has cooled.
• The base mixture will let some air out of the beaten egg whites
somewhat, but proper folding versus stirring, will minimise deflating
them. Fold gently using a rubber spatula until there are no white streaks.
• During the baking process of the egg mixture, the air bubbles trapped in
the egg whites expand, and make the soufflé rise. The protein stiffens a
bit with the heat, and along with the fat in the egg yolk, it forms a kind of
support which keeps the soufflé from collapsing.
• If you don’t have mini soufflé dishes or ramekins, appropriately sized,
ovenproof mugs will work. Don’t forget to butter and coat them in
Parmesan or breadcrumbs.
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GRAPE NEWS

tastes of

AUTUMN
Award-winning wine writer and judge Malu
Lambert shares her autumn inspiration.

A

S THE SOUTHERN
HEMISPHERE BEGINS ITS
autumnal tilt, the mornings
become crisper, the air starts to smell
earthier as infinitesimal microcosms whirl
beneath the soil, preparing for the winter
that’s to come and with it a glut of funghi.
The leaves of the trees above reflect
the changing light in russets, oranges
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and fire-reds – seasonal harbingers that
ultimately fall to the ground, carpeting
the landscape in a cosy hush. This is the
time for brisk walks, with the promise of
a glowing fire at home, a pot simmering
on the stove – and, of course, something
delicious to drink. Here are my picks
for autumn sipping, wines to make you
pause and reflect.

Leafy and smooth

Quince and peach

WINSHAW FAMILY VINEYARDS ‘BILL
WINSHAW’ 2017

BLOEMCOOL BERG & DAL
MAANSKYN STEEN 2021

This super-smooth, silky blend of
Cab Franc (67%) with a seasoning of
Malbec, Cab and Merlot was matured
for 24 months in 225 and 300-litre
barrels, around a third new. On
the nose is Cab Franc’s dark, leafy
fragrance, a hint of tobacco and new
leather, before crushed blackberries,
plums and winter spice. The 14.5%
alcohol is keenly balanced and gives
the palate a certain vinosity and
freshness. Velvety tannins are offset
by a superb, dry finish. The wine forms
part of the maiden release by brothers
JP Winshaw and Pierre Winshaw.
The wines are inspired by their
great grandfather Dr William Charles
Winshaw, who is credited with starting
Stellenbosch Farmers’ Winery (now,
Distell) as well as by their grandfather
Bill Winshaw who continued in his
stead. The brothers also farm grass-fed
beef and pasture-reared eggs.

Under the light of the moon, this
celestial Chenin hails from Maankloof
(moon cliff), a heritage block planted
in 1962 in the Piekenierskloof.
Fermented and matured for 10 months
in stainless steel tanks, the hands-off
winemaking has allowed the fruit to
shine through. And what fruit! Layers
and layers of quince, peach, firm
green pears and orchard blossom
abound in the aromatics; then a stony
baseline on the palate from which to
spring more tropical flavours of green
pineapple and peppery paw paw; and
a vibrant curl of clementine along a
line of mineral, fresh acid. The finish
is generous and pretty endless with a
savoury, saline quality. Concentration
in spades. What’s in a name? The handmade labels are implanted with real
bloemcool (cauliflower) seeds, and I
think a roasted cauliflower dish with
this wine would be sublime.
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Incense and
graphite
TOKARA RESERVE COLLECTION
CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2019
Top notes of incense, smoky
graphite and brewing black tea
before blackberries and bramble.
The wine spent 22 months in 48%
new French oak, the remainder
being second and third-fill French
oak barriques. The palate offers a
wonderful purity of fruit encased in
a frame of fine tannins, unspooling
with cassis, plum and spice, before
a classic dry finish. Layered and
concentrated, this is a deeply
contemplative, compelling wine.
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Poached pear

Red berry fruit

Dried apricots

JORDAN TIMEPIECE SAUVIGNON
BLANC 2020

L’ORMARINS PRIVATE CUVÉE CAP
CLASSIQUE 2014

TOKARA XO POTSTILL BRANDY

Stellenbosch property, Jordan, has just
released its maiden vintage of new
project Timepiece, bottlings of singlevineyard wines from their vineyards
older than 35 years. The Sauvignon
is true, understated elegance. The
majority component was fermented
and matured in clay amphorae for
six months, with 30% in older French
oak barrels. Crushed fresh lime,
elderflower and poached pear on the
nose evolves to nectarine and white
peach on the palate, with that certain
old vine texture, buoyed by soft,
mineral acids. Appetisingly pithy with a
mouth-watering bite on the long, lovely
finish. Classy.

Crafted exclusively from the Tête du
Cuvée (the first ultra-gentle whole
bunch pressing) this single vintage
release is a celebration of red berry
fruit; vibrant cranberry, wild berries
and a burst of strawberry open the
Cap Classique. Then honeyed stone
fruit, with a brioche undertone from
72 months maturation on the lees,
before disgorgement from where
it spent a further six months under
cork before release. The palate is
lithe and supple, with a fine, creamy
mousse, and all that red berry fruit
echoing long into the finish. Truly
poised and fine.

And what would contemplative sipping
this autumn be without a brandy? The
Tokara XO Potstill Brandy is a stunner.
As is tradition it has been crafted with
Chenin Blanc and then matured in
Limousin oak casks for up to 17 years.
Warming notes of dried apricots, honey
and walnuts on the nose entice to
the rich, generous palate. Evolving
to roasted nuts with a core of bright
apricot fruit and fresh cinnamon sticks.
The finish is complex and fine with
a light dusting of spice. Multi awardwinning, this is surely up there with
South Africa’s very finest.
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GOURMET KITCHEN

THAI-STYLE
entertaining
Siam so easy…

W

fuss. People help themselves, and eat
with a ceramic spoon, held in the right
hand, the fork in the left is used mainly
to manipulate the food. Only items not
eaten with rice, like fruit, are eaten with
a fork. Thais always eat together – it is
bad luck to eat alone. Small amounts
are eaten up to six times a day. Meat
and fish are mostly shredded so it is
easy to eat from a bowl with a spoon
and fork.

HEN ONE THINKS OF
THAILAND, IT'S OF LAZY
beach days, full moon
parties, floating markets, cocktails
in buckets and simple yet flavourful
cuisine. Formerly known as Siam, on
the spice route, it benefitted from
curries and spices arriving from India,
and the Muslims of Malaysia bringing
potatoes, nutmeg, roasted peanuts and
bay leaves. The Chinese introduced
stir-frying, and the Myanmar influence
is evident in two-handled woks. The
Portuguese from South America added
chillies to the mix to create a vibrant
and punchy cuisine. Noodles and rice
form the mainstay of any meal, always
considered to be the hero dish with
proteins taking the sidelines. Noodles
are devoured with chopsticks.

Hot tip

While beer may be the perfect
pairing, know that it is not the
solution when you eat chilli (in Thai
called prik) that is too hot for you.
If you add liquid to your mouth
it will be like adding water to a
sizzling fire – instead, put some
salt on the end of your tongue and
that will diffuse the heat.

Thai together

The best news about entertaining Thaistyle is that dishes are served at room
temperature, together, with minimal
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green mango salad

tips

This feisty salad is the perfect partner for something that needs a zing, like baked
yellowtail. If you slice open your mango and it has already started ripening, it can
work well too.
INGREDIENTS

METHOD

1 large green or firm,
nearly-ripe mango
1 large carrot
1 small onion
2 T raw peanuts,
chopped

1. Peel the mango and carrot, and slice into
matchsticks.
2. Slice the onion finely and combine with the mango,
carrots and peanuts.
3. Make the dressing by dissolving the sugar in the
fish sauce.
4. Add the lime juice, chillies and coriander.
5. Season with black pepper and leave for 30 minutes
for the flavours to develop.
6. Combine the salad ingredients and dressing (don’t
be shy to use your hands), then leave for a further
30 minutes before serving on a platter.
7. Sprinkle with a few coriander leaves and sesame
seeds.

You can add garlic and dried shrimp for
extra flavour.
Did you know that the easiest way of skinning
a ripe mango is to cut four pieces lengthwise
from around the pip, and to gently slide it
down a drinking glass? The skin will remain on
the outside and the mango on the inside. No
shower needed!

SERVES 4 AS A STARTER
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Dressing
2 T palm or brown sugar
2 T fish sauce
zest and juice of 2 limes
2 red chillies, deseeded
and sliced
½ C chopped
coriander or mint,
or a combination
(keep a few leaves for
garnishing)
freshly ground black
pepper
2 T sesame seeds,
toasted

Alternatives to the green mango – cucumber,
green beans, pineapple or tomatoes.

Thai green chicken curry
This traditional favourite is a winner every time and improves overnight in the fridge.
For vegetarians use aubergine instead of the chicken.
INGREDIENTS

METHOD

1 bunch spring onions,
well washed and
chopped
½ stick lemongrass
1 large green chilli or
2 small chillies
thumb of fresh ginger
or galangal
2 cloves garlic, peeled
1 t Thai fish sauce
10 g fresh coriander
10 g fresh parsley
600 g deboned chicken
thighs
1 green pepper,
de-seeded
2 T peanut or sunflower oil
600 ml coconut milk
salt and pepper

1. Place onions, lemongrass, chilli, ginger, garlic, fish
sauce and herbs in a food processor. Blend until a
smooth paste. Add water if needed.
2. Cut each chicken thigh into thirds and slice the
green pepper thinly.
3. Heat the oil, and gently cook the chicken and green
pepper for a few minutes.
4. Add the curry paste and coconut milk. Season.
5. Simmer until the sauce has reduced (about an hour,
but more if you wish it to be thicker).
6. Serve with jasmine rice, sprinkled with chopped
peanuts and fresh coriander, in bowls.
SERVES 4 GENEROUSLY
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To serve
jasmine rice
chopped peanuts
coriander to garnish
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know your hue…and heat
Every menu in Thailand will
have a curry or two, or more.
Their pastes are wet, not
powder. Coconut oil and milk
are used in curries, which
are either green, yellow
or red, depending on the
chilli component and other
ingredients:

RED CURRY PASTES get their colour
from large red chillies and are used
with beef and chicken.
GREEN CURRY PASTE is made from
herbs and green chillies, and mostly
used with chicken.

RED CHILLIES AND SHRIMP PASTE
combine to produce an orange curry
paste, seen in seafood dishes.
YELLOW CURRIES are similar to
Massaman curries, for a quick version
add turmeric to red curry paste and use
with chicken or beef.
A MASSAMAN CURRY is milder and of
Indian origin (Massaman is the Thai word
for Muslim). It is made with dried chillies,
coriander and cumin.
PENANG CURRIES are sweet and mild,
made with ground roasted peanuts.
Originating in Malaysia, you will find
chicken, beef and dishes cooked in
coconut milk.

what is fish
sauce?
Layers of fish and salt are marinated
and fermented for three months in
large, wooden barrels. The liquid is then
extracted and poured back into the
barrel, to further mature.
It is the perfect ingredient to add salt and
umami to a dish.
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baked fish with Asian crust
Easy does it – this is the star of the show, simple yet so yummy.
INGREDIENTS

METHOD

50 ml peanut oil
100 ml panko crumbs
10 g fresh coriander,
chopped
juice and zest of 2 limes
1 small red chilli, finely
chopped
salt, pepper
4 x 150 g fillets of
yellowtail

1. Preheat oven to 180°C.
2. Mix the oil, crumbs, coriander, lime and chilli to
make a paste.
3. Add salt and pepper.
4. Place the fish in an ovenproof dish, skin side down.
5. Top with the crumb mixture and bake for 15 to 20
minutes, depending on the thickness of the fillets.
You can also air-fry for about 8 to 10 minutes.
6. In a small jug, mix the dressing ingredients
together.
7. Serve with a green mango salad and the dressing.

Asian dressing
3 T soya sauce
6 T pineapple juice or
ponzu
1 T fish sauce

SERVES 4

Alternatives and ideas:
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• You can substitute fresh breadcrumbs for panko crumbs.
• Sunflower oil is a good alternative to peanut oil, but has less flavour.
• Any firm fish will work well – ensure that it is local, and responsibly
sourced.
• Use sake, dry sherry or mirin instead of pineapple juice or ponzu.
• For a more exotic dish you can top the fish with fried prawns.
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Thai-fried pineapple
Desserts are uncomplicated in the Land of Smiles, often mango and sticky rice, or
simply fresh fruit.
INGREDIENTS

METHOD

1 pineapple
3 T butter
1 T desiccated coconut
4 T light brown sugar
2 limes, zest and juice

1. Peel and core the pineapple and cut into slices,
then quarters.
2. Heat the butter in a large frying pan or wok.
3. Add the pineapple and cook for a few minutes until
golden brown.
4. In another pan dry-fry the coconut until lightly
browned, then set aside.
5. Add the sugar to the pineapple, add the lime juice
and cook until the sugar has dissolved.
6. Serve in small bowls, sprinkled with the coconut,
decorated with a lime wedge and a spoon of
natural yoghurt.

To serve
2 limes, cut into wedges
natural yoghurt

SERVES 4

add Thai notes to any dish
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•
•
•
•
•

TAMARIND is a fruit – quite tart, a little like the date of India.
LIME, TAMARIND and PALM SUGAR are a heavenly trio.
Thai green CHILLIES are usually hotter than red, with a more bitter flavour profile.
GALANGAL, also a root, is stronger than ginger.
TURMERIC is added for flavour and colour.
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CONNOISSEUR’S CHOICE

cheers to

good health
A

LCOHOL-FREE DRINKS, AS
PART OF A HEALTHIER,
more mindful lifestyle, are a
growing trend, so it was no surprise
when trailblazing brand Liefmans
launched their Fruitesse alcohol-free in
2019. It was a huge hit, so the master
brewers set out to further reduce the
0.3% alcohol content, while retaining
the intense, fruity flavour.

Welcome to Liefmans Fruitesse 0.0 –
classified as NO ALCOHOL as it only
contains less than 0.05%. It’s brewed
in the same time-honoured manner as
the classic Liefmans Fruitesse, from
the same natural ingredients – malted
barley, malted wheat, berries, hops and
water, with fermentation being halted
earlier. More good news? It has only
55kCal per bottle, making it the perfect
thirst quencher that you can keep
enjoying, again and again…
Liefmans Fruitesse 0.0 is delicious on
its own, or paired with mussels, blue
cheese or goats’ cheese salad.
NOTE - If a beer has less than
0.05% alcohol it can be called 0.0.
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HIDDEN GEM

It’s rustic and real, a working farm that has side-stepped
to provide a restaurant experience. No frills, no fuss, but
the best cheese in the land…

A

say cheese
at fynboshoek
60

FTER A BUMPY 1,5 KM RIDE
ON A FARM ROAD, 7 KM
outside Storms River, you will
arrive at a cottage tucked away in the
trees on Fynboshoek farm. Chickens,
cats and the Ridgebacks are sure
to welcome you. It is in this idyllic,
unpretentious setting that the simplest,
yet finest local cheeses are served. Alje
van Deemter is a purist – a true artisan.
He offers lunch for no more than 20
people, either on the stoep or inside,
on a mismatched assortment of chairs
and tables. There is no menu, it is the
best of that day’s hand-picked salads,
freshly baked breads, and a variety of
raw, exceptional Fynboshoek cheeses
made from the milk of his cows and
goats. There is one cottage on the
farm for accommodation, used mainly
by those attending the cheese-making
courses.

could not be called a Caprese salad
as each ingredient was so supreme
that it was an individual revelation. A
large wooden bowl of what seemed
like innocuous green leaves with a
sprinkling of pecorino was presented,

We arrived on a hot day, took a walk
down to the dam and drank in the
peaceful setting. Alje invited us to take
our choice of table, so we sat in the
corner where the windows opened
wide and the tamarillo trees, laden with
fruit, peeked inside. A plate of light,
delectable cheese puffs with rosemary
quelled hunger pangs. Hot herb bread
was served with farm butter. Then
mozzarella, tomatoes and basil, which
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tamarillo tree tomatoes

This small tree or shrub is a
member of the nightshade
family. It bears a ruby-coloured,
edible egg-shaped fruit that is
tangy in taste. Originating in the
Andes mountains, it is the more
exotic cousin of a tomato. They
are fast-growing and can be
grown on trees or in large pots
in warm climates, preferably in
half-shade. Fruit appears after 18
months to two years, ripening from
late summer to mid-winter. The red
tamarillo is sourer, the yellow and
orange fruits are sweeter.

but the addition of preserved pears and
their unique salad dressing made it a
memorable course. The highlight was a
platter of cheese, simply served with a
few grapes and the frangipani tart with
vanilla ice cream was a fitting finale. The
company of flies is a reminder that you
are in nature on a working farm.

Comparable to a kiwi, tomato, guava
or passion fruit in flavour, it can be
eaten raw. A good source of vitamins
A, B and C, fibre, potassium and
antioxidants mean that it brings good
news from late summer or early
autumn when we need to boost our
immune systems before winter.
A tamarillo tart is delicious, best
served with cream, natural yoghurt
or hot custard. You can also serve
simply – blanch, cool and peel, then
sweeten with a sprinkling of sugar.
Good substitutes are apple, tomato
or kiwi fruit.

the farmers get up at sunrise to make
their mozzarella, and if it is not eaten
by lunchtime, then they no longer call it
fresh. The texture changes quickly.”
Bringing your own wine and beer
makes this once-in-a-lifetime, edible
adventure pleasing on the palate and
the pocket too.

While buying the salad dressing and
smoked pears, I requested some
mozzarella to take home. When I
admitted that my return would be in a
few days, Alje shook his head. “In Italy

RESERVATIONS ARE ESSENTIAL
tel 072 342 0445
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HAUTE READS

LEEK

BEETROOT GNOCCHI
WITH KALE PESTO

your lips
waste none, taste more

T

HE LONDON FOOD SCENE
LOVES SOPHIE GORDON.
The greatest appeal of this
seasonal chef’s food philosophy
is that she follows six seasons. A
challenge for those who wish to eat
fresh, seasonal produce at it’s prime, is
the unpredictability. A self-confessed
vegetable hoarder, she advocates for
root-to-leaf use, fewer ingredients
and minimal waste. Texture is always
considered, and her laid-back recipes
are loaded with flavour. Simple prep
makes veggies the star of the show.
This creatively crafted book with
mouth-watering visuals and art will take
pride of place in the kitchen of food
lovers, flexitarians and vegetarians. Her
recipes are so inspirational that you
may never look at an onion top or peel
in the same way again!

Photograph by Issy Croker

PUBLISHER:
PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE UK
ISBN:
9780241465134
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pumpkin and kale falafels
INGREDIENTS

METHOD

For the pumpkin
200 – 300 g small
pumpkin of choice,
or ½ a larger one,
seeds removed and
kept
1 T olive oil
salt and pepper
1 t smoked paprika

For the pumpkin
1. Preheat the oven to around 180°C fan.
2. Line a baking tray with paper, or a mat if you have
one. If you are using a whole pumpkin, chop it in
half, scoop out the ‘guts’ and remove the seeds,
reserving them to roast.
3. Rub the cut side of the pumpkin halves with olive oil.
4. Sprinkle equally with salt, pepper and smoked
paprika.
5. Set the halves cut side down on your baking tray
and bake for about 20 – 25 minutes. If you are using
just one half pumpkin, the same method applies.
You want the inside to be nice and tender, and if you
insert a knife it should be easily removed.
6. Once cooked, set aside to cool.

For the falafel
the cooked pumpkin
(see above)
350 – 450 g maize flour
or cornflour (or use
plain flour – start with
half the amount and
add slowly)
1 × 400 g tin of
chickpeas, drained
and rinsed well
1 small brown onion,
finely chopped
2 cloves garlic, crushed
or finely chopped
2 heaped t dried
oregano
a small handful of
fresh coriander, finely
chopped
1 T apple cider vinegar/
white wine vinegar

For the falafel
1. To make the falafel, put about 350 g of the maize
flour or cornflour into a blender/processor along
with the chickpeas, onion, garlic, oregano and
coriander. Blitz for a few moments to grind this down
a little to a wettish crumb consistency.
2. Roughly chop your cooked pumpkin (I love to leave
the skins on, but you can remove and compost
them if you wish) and add to the blender/processor,
followed by the vinegar, olive oil, maple syrup and
the kale.
3. Season with salt and pepper to taste. Blitz again,
this time until you start to get a paste-like mixture. If
the mixture is a little crumbly, go ahead and slowly
add some water or olive oil to loosen, tablespoon
by tablespoon. If it’s too wet, you can slowly add the
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Roasting the pumpkin allows it to keep all of its water content, ready to be whizzed
up with the other ingredients in this recipe. Great with a tahini dressing, flatbreads
and some pickled cabbage if you’re feeling fancy!

2 T olive oil
2 T pure maple syrup
2 handfuls of kale,
stems removed and
saved for topping,
chopped small
salt and pepper
olive oil (or other oil of
choice), for frying
For the seeds and
kale stalks
pumpkin seeds
(see above), cleaned
thoroughly
kale stalks (see above)
2 – 4 T soy sauce or
tamari
2 t oil of choice
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remainder of your flour. The consistency will vary
depending on the processor you’re using and any
slight variety in the texture of the ingredients, so
don’t be alarmed.
4. Once a dough-like consistency has formed, flour
your hands and work the mixture into even balls. If
you want a more ‘patty style’, flatten the balls ever
so slightly in the palms of your hands. Set to one
side – you could put these into the fridge to firm up
further if you like.
5. To cook the falafel, put some olive oil into a pan
over a medium heat. Once hot, go ahead and add
your falafel balls. You’ll want to let them cook evenly
on each side for about 4 – 5 minutes. This will vary
depending on their size and your pan. They’ll start
to brown on the outside, so flip them once this
has happened. The inside will be soft but cooked
through.
For the seeds and kale stalks
1. Make sure the pumpkin seeds have been cleaned
and dried thoroughly, then put them into a bowl
along with the kale stalks, soy sauce or tamari and
oil of choice, mixing well to coat. You don’t want
them to be too wet but they should be nicely coated.
2. Transfer to a baking tray and roast for about 15–20
minutes. They will be lovely and crispy, with some
charring on top.

I love to have a batch of these
made, and I find this is also a great
way to use pumpkin. Often, if
it’s just me at home, I find I have
bought too much pumpkin and
cooking it whole helps it to retain
all its flavour, ready to go into the
falafels. The falafels themselves
will keep in the fridge for about
5 – 7 days and slightly longer in the
freezer, making them great to pop
into the oven and reheat for adding
to salads or even as a snack. You
also don’t just have to stick to
pumpkin – any squash will work,
and even sweet potato for a more
universal ingredient.

PLATING
To serve, sprinkle over the seeds and kale stalks. I love
to serve mine on a bed of fresh seasonal greens with
the occasional side of rice or millet, etc. You could add
any other toppings of choice, or even have them in
between some bread, similar to a sandwich or burger.
You could drizzle over a dressing or sauce of choice.
SERVES 4 – 6 (main or side depending)
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beetroot gnocchi with
kale pesto
Once you start making your own gnocchi, you’ll never go back. It’s a lot easier than
you think, and adding beetroot to the mix creates the most amazing shade of deep
pink. I’m keeping it simple in this recipe and serving it simply with kale pesto; it’s a
great one for a date night if you want to show off a little, I always think!
INGREDIENTS

METHOD

For the pesto
(makes 10 – 12)
approx. 200 g kale,
stalks included
150 g walnuts
2 cloves garlic, crushed
or finely chopped
2 large handfuls fresh
basil
2 lemons, both juiced,
1 zested
125 – 150 ml olive oil
6 – 8 heaped T
nutritional yeast
a pinch of dried chilli
flakes
salt and pepper

For the pesto
1. Preheat your oven to 200°C fan.
2. Steam the kale for around 5 – 6 minutes, until it is a
vibrant green and wilted.
3. Remove from the heat and run it under a cold tap to
stop the cooking process.
4. Drain and allow to cool to room temperature or
colder. Once cold enough, roughly chop.
5. Put the walnuts, garlic, fresh basil, lemon juice and
zest and olive oil into a blender and blitz to a rough
paste.
6. Go ahead and add the chopped kale, nutritional
yeast, chilli flakes and a hefty pinch of salt and
pepper. Blitz again until the mix starts to form a
smoother texture. If you want it a little looser, add a
dash more olive oil.
7. Test and add more salt and pepper if necessary.
Transfer to a jar and set aside while you make your
gnocchi.

For the gnocchi
(serves 3 – 4)
approx. 500 g russet or
King Edward potatoes
approx. 500 g beetroots
1 – 2 T olive oil
1 ½ t salt
240 – 360 g plain flour,
plus extra as needed
and for dusting

For the gnocchi
1. Scrub and wash your potatoes and beetroots well.
2. Lightly prick them with a sharp knife around the
whole surface, then roast them in the oven, whole,
for about 50 – 60 minutes. The timing will vary
depending on their size, but you can check by
slotting in a sharp knife to see if the insides have
cooked through. The skins will be nice and crispy.
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9. Slowly start adding the flour,
working the mix into a dough. Make
sure you have floured your hands to
prevent sticking. If the mixture is a
little sticky, go ahead and add a bit
more flour, or a tad more oil if it is
too dry. You want the dough to be
soft but not sticky. It will form a nice
dough that is pliable; it’s neither
hard nor soft, not dry or sticky.
10. Flour a surface and divide the
dough into 4 equal pieces. Roll each
one into a rope shape, 2 – 2.5 cm in
diameter.
11. Using a sharp knife, cut the dough
into approx. 2.5 cm pieces. Use a
fork to make small dents on the top
and bottom of each piece.
12. Before you cook the gnocchi,
quickly crisp up your potato skins.
Roughly chop them, then toss them
into a pan with a dash of olive oil,
salt and pepper. Fry until crispy,
placing them on kitchen paper to
allow any excess oil to drain off.
13. To cook, bring a large pan of
water to the boil. In batches, place
the gnocchi in the boiling water,
allowing them to cook for a couple
of minutes.

3. Once cooked, remove from the
oven and leave until cool enough
to touch.
4. Slice the potatoes and beetroots in
half, putting the beetroots to one
side.
5. Take your potatoes and one by one
start scooping out the soft flesh (as
close to the skin as possible) with a
spoon, placing it in a bowl. Repeat
until you have done this with all of
the potatoes. Put the skins to one
side, as we will use them later.
6. Using a masher or ricer if you have
one, mash the potatoes, removing
any lumps.
7. The beetroot flesh is a little
different, and it will need to be
blended. Chop them roughly, then
put them into a blender/processor
and blend on high until smooth.
I recommend adding a bit of oil,
about a tablespoon, to help the
beetroots to blend. This may take
a few rounds, scraping down the
sides if necessary. Once smooth,
add to the mashed potatoes.
8. Add the salt and the other
tablespoon of olive oil to the
mashed vegetables and mix well.
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14. Timings will vary, but the gnocchi are cooked once
they float to the top. It’s important to do this in
batches to prevent the gnocchi over-cooking and
sticking together. Once cooked, remove and place on
a tea towel or cloth to drain any liquid.
15. Heat a large pan with a dash of oil until hot.
16. Add the gnocchi (making sure they don’t still stick to
each other), crisping them up on each side for a few
minutes or so. You may have to do this in batches.
You can boil and crisp at the same time if you like –
as each batch of gnocchi is boiled, let them dry,
then crisp them up in the pan, repeating until you’ve
cooked all of your dough.
17. Serve the gnocchi into bowls. Add a couple of
dollops of pesto to each one, either stirring it through
or leaving it as is, then sprinkle over the crispy skins,
seasoning with any extra salt and pepper. You can
also do this in one big pot, mixing the pesto well with
the gnocchi and sprinkling the crispy skins on top.
SERVES 3 – 4
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The pesto will last in the fridge for about a
week, with a little olive oil on top to keep
it moist. It can also be made with other
vegetables. You can freeze the gnocchi in their
uncooked form for around a month. Chop the
dough into 2.5 cm pieces and sprinkle with
a little extra flour to prevent them sticking
together. To cook, thaw the gnocchi until soft
all the way through, then boil as above and
lightly fry to crisp up.
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upside-down pear cake
I’m not usually one for desserts, or much into ‘tea and cake’, but this upside-down
number is the exception. The pear becomes soft and gooey and the cake is light
and fluffy, with nutty tones throughout, thanks to the buckwheat flour. It is delicious
served with a dollop of coconut yoghurt and, yep, a cup of tea or coffee.
INGREDIENTS

METHOD

3 ripe pears, 2 sliced
into approx. eighths,
1 diced
240 g buckwheat flour
120 g coconut flour
2 t baking powder
165 g brown sugar
(coconut sugar will
also work)
2 heaped t either
cinnamon or mixed
spices (nutmeg,
cloves, cardamom,
etc.), plus a little extra
for dusting
pinch of salt
125 g coconut oil
approx. 500 ml
unsweetened plantbased milk of choice
(I love to use coconut
milk here)
2 t vanilla extract

1. Preheat your oven to 180°C fan.
2. Line a round cake tin (approx. 20cm) with some
coconut oil or greaseproof paper.
3. Sprinkle a dash of cinnamon and brown sugar evenly
over the base of the tin.
4. Place the slices from two of your pears around the
bottom of the tin, arranging them relatively neatly in
a fan shape. You can overlap here too. Put the tin to
one side.
5. In a mixing bowl, combine the buckwheat flour,
coconut flour and baking powder. Add the rest of the
brown sugar, the cinnamon/mixed spices and salt and
mix well.
6. Slowly pour in the coconut oil, plant-based milk and
vanilla extract. Stir until you have a smooth batter,
making sure not to over-beat. You want a ‘dropping
consistency’, so if the batter is a little stiff, add a
dribble more liquid.
7. Mix the diced pear into the batter and pour it into the
lined tin, spreading it evenly.
8. Remove any air pockets by carefully banging the tin
a few times on a surface, then bake in the oven for
about 50 – 55 minutes.
9. When done, the cake will be relatively spongy to
touch and a lovely golden brown on top. Test the
inside by using a sharp knife or skewer. It can be a
little tricky if you hit a pear when testing, but you’ll be
able to tell if the batter is done.
10. Set aside to cool for 5 – 10 minutes. Once cool enough,
turn the tin upside down on a cooling rack. Carefully
remove the tin and greaseproof paper, if used.
11. To serve, dust with a little extra spice.
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HAUTE READS

Get to know Lara...

FAVOURITE FOOD FRAGRANCE?

Baking bread. One of my impulse
lockdown purchases was a bread
machine that everyone said would end
up at the back of the cupboard, but I'm
still using it every day. It's a magic box
that makes food and wonderful smells,
pure sorcery really.

the hidden history of

CHEESE
By Anne Marais

PLACE OF RELAXATION?

R

EACHING INTO THE
SHALLOWS OF THE
low-tided Thames, Lara
Maiklem, renowned London
mudlarker and historian,
discovered something that
would reveal the real story of
Roman cheese. A shard of
ancient pottery, part of an ancient
cheese mould, held the stories
behind cheese – made 2000
years ago.
Around 77AD, the Roman
naturalist and author Pliny the
elder, recorded his recipe for
the perfect, soft cheese that was
most likely produced in a cheese
mould, just like the one found
by Maiklem in the Thames. The
Romans founded London (then
Londonium) in 47AD. Time,
natural elements, demolitions
and construction have long
removed most traces of this time,
but small artefacts like Roman
pottery, coins and various other
treasures grace the low tide line
of the Thames. The very key to
our mortal history and fact that our
Romans indeed loved cheese!
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Beside a river, preferably the Thames in
London. Rivers are wonderfully relaxing,
calm and gentle. There's something about
moving water that takes your troubles
away. I'm not very good at switching off
completely, I'd be terrible at meditation,
but while I'm mudlarking I can switch off
by doing something and nothing while
the water takes away my problems.
FAVOURITE TRAVEL DESTINATION?
I don't tend to return to the same place
again and again, I like exploring new
places when I go away. If I had to choose
one place I've been to quite a lot and
would be happy to return to though, it
would have to be be South East Asia.
The food, the wildlife, the plants, the
temples, everything is different and
fascinating there.
ICONIC CHEF?
Heston Blumenthal. I was lucky enough
to visit The Fat Duck about 12 years ago
at the height of its fame, when Heston
was a pioneer in this kind of 'gastronomic
experience'. The food was delicious,
but it was his attention to detail and the
stories he told through his food that I
really fell in love with. Heston stirs a bit of
science and a bit of history into what he
does and the result is magical.

the perfect soft Roman
cheese
This is the original recipe by Pliny, first recorded 77AD (www.youtu.be/ShEWqMsmVno)
INGREDIENTS

METHOD

1 L of wholesome milk
white wine vinegar,
to curdle
sea salt from the
Dead Sea
black pepper from
Indian merchants
basil, very regal
flavourant used only
by royalty

1. Pour the milk into a saucepan and heat until about
60°C without using a thermometer (you might have
to guess a bit here, just don't don’t boil it).
2. Remove the milk from the heat; slowly add vinegar
a little bit at a time and wait for it to curdle.
3. Place your cheesecloth in a bowl, pour in the curds
and whey, then drain.
4. While the cheese drains, feel free to season your
cheese with salt, pepper and basil, stir thoroughly
and then allow to set.
5. Consume the cheese with whatever ancient grain
products you can find and perhaps a roasted wild
boar and lashings of wine (pork belly and Prosecco
will probably do the job).
MAKES 1 SMALL CHEESE

Lara’s fascinating book MUDLARKING –
LOST AND FOUND ON THE RIVER THAMES
is available online and in bookshops –
absolutely worth the (excellent) read!
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want to write about

food or wine?
One-on-one tuition, with personal guidance and feedback.
THE POPULAR AND SUCCESSFUL
GOURMET GUIDE ONLINE FOODwriting course allows you to choose
between writing about food or wine
for your assignments – you decide.
Graduates get to write for the Gourmet
Guide magazine.

SIGN UP TODAY – VISIT
www.gourmetguide.co.za

DISCOVER AND DEVELOP
A LOVE OF WORDS
Eight modules creatively
presented – each chapter
transports you to an exotic
location, so that it’s creativity all
the way.
The 12 assignments will stimulate
and challenge you. Feedback is
one-on-one to ensure that you
work at your own pace.
All this with your own personal,
experienced and qualified
facilitator, Jenny Handley, the
Gourmet Guide.

MEASUREMENTS

Watch out for the
June edition
of the Gourmet Guide
Let us tell your story. To expose your
brand to our haute audience contact
us on info@jhpr.co.za.
www.gourmetguide.co.za

Grams (g)
Millilitres (ml)
Celsius (°C)
Cups (C) = 250 ml
Tablespoons (T) = 15 ml
Teaspoons (t) = 5 ml

Please note that recipes supplied
by chefs are original, rather than
standardised.
Thanks to the chefs for sharing
their original recipes. For more
recipes visit:
www.gourmetguide.co.za/recipes.

